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Duralast parts are manufactured to meet or exceed Original Equipment performanceâ€”every
part, every time. All inclusive kits for faster easier installation designed to meet or exceed OE
quality and performance. Heat-treated and precisely machined solid steel center shafts, cages,
races, and bearings that feature precision-rolled splines and threads. Durometer-application
specific rubber with natural material is secured by a specialized bonding agent, ensuring a
superior rubber-to-metal bond, enhanced abrasion resistance, and aging stability for maximum
life and performance. Manufactured to meet or exceed original equipment standards for a better
fit, reduced vibration and less maintenance. Clutch disc with facings built to exceed OEM
specifications for durability and positive engagement. Computer tested cover assembly for
clamp load, plate lift and finger height to ensure uniform and smooth operation. Duralast is the
leading brand in the aftermarket and continues to grow with the needs of those repairing
vehicles. The high quality standards that Duralast mandates is why Duralast parts are trusted by
hundreds of thousands of Professionals and why more of them choose Duralast aftermarket
automotive parts. Sign Up. Shop Consumer Pro Shop. Duralast Radiators Engineered to
stringent tolerances to directly replace OE Built with high density multi-louvered fins for
maximum cooling efficiency Subjected to aging and endurance testing under extreme weather
conditions. Duralast Hub Assemblies Tested to meet or exceed OE performance and withstand
even the toughest driving conditions Made from high quality heat-treated steel and high-heat
grease for longer life Induction hardened raceway for superior load bearing capabilities.
Duralast Gold CV Axles Heat-treated and precisely machined solid steel center shafts, cages,
races, and bearings that feature precision-rolled splines and threads High quality neoprene
boots and stainless steel boot clamps. Fasteners are crafted from hardened steel with
heat-treated grade 5 bolts. Duralast U-Joints Manufactured to meet or exceed original
equipment standards for a better fit, reduced vibration and less maintenance Anti-corrosion
coating for use with vehicles originally equipped with aluminum drive shaft Heat-treated journal
crosses engineered to maximize life expectancy. Duralast Power Steering Direct new
replacement for a proper fit every time Designed to meet or exceed OE standards High-quality
precision engineered components Quality-tested to ensure trouble-free performance and
durability. Line Card Parts Listing Duralast is the leading brand in the aftermarket and continues
to grow with the needs of those repairing vehicles. In , Duralast began with starters and
alternators. Now it is one of the leading aftermarket brands, consistently offering OE or better
quality parts in over 20 different categories. In fact, more technicians choose Duralast for
aftermarket automotive parts. Duralast provides consistent quality that hundreds of thousands
of professionals depend on. Industry-leading manufacturers, robust materials, and stringent
quality control ensure that Duralast parts meet or exceed OE performance for every part, every
time. Duralast is proven tough on millions of vehicles on the road across America. With the
parts going through testing methods like hi-tech laboratory analysis, punishing torture testing,
and rigorous life-cycle testing in extreme conditions, which is why they are even tough enough
to hold up in the ice cold. Duralast offers lifetime warranties, guarantees, and programs that
take care of it all for professionals and DIYers alike. With a best-in-class supply chain and over
6, locations in three countries, AutoZone makes it fast and easy for professionals and
consumers to get the Duralast parts they need when they need them. Sign Up. Proven Quality
Duralast provides consistent quality that hundreds of thousands of professionals depend on.
Proven Performance Duralast is proven tough on millions of vehicles on the road across
America. Motor oil for blood. Bones made of steel. Go behind the scenes with Proven Tough
professional technicians and drivers. Exclusively at AutoZone With a best-in-class supply chain
and over 6, locations in three countries, AutoZone makes it fast and easy for professionals and
consumers to get the Duralast parts they need when they need them. Find A Store Near You.
Skip to content. Belts are routed through a series of pulleys and are powered by the crankshaft.
Maintaining healthy drive belts contributes to better mechanical performance and can add to the
longevity of the engine and accessories. Loud squealing sounds, engine overheating, or weak
battery charging are signs of a failing drive belt. To ensure a long life for drive belts on your
vehicle regular maintenance and timely repairs are suggested for most vehicle belts and
tensioners. Show More Show Less. Serpentine Belts. Timing Belts. Power Sports Belts. Lawn
Mower Belts. Auto Belt Brands. MasterPro belts are made to fit nearly every vehicle on the road
today, and are offered in a variety of sizes and styles. For belts used in heavy-duty machinery,
agriculture, racing, and recreational uses, Gates carries belts dedicated to light- and heavy-duty
applications. Master Pro Belts. Gates Belts. When inspecting or repairing the belts on your
vehicle, machinery, or tools, it may be a good opportunity to make other adjustments. Consider
checking the condition of your tensioner pulleys and idler pulleys, as well as the belt tensioner
itself. If you need a timing belt, check out our timing belt kits, as well as options that include the
water pump for a complete repair. We also carry belt installation tools and tensioner tools to

help simplify your repairs. Tension Pulley. Timing Belt Kits. Belt Tensioner Assemblies.
Serpentine belts get their name from the continuous, snaking design of the winding belt, which
needs to be inspected regularly to ascertain the condition of the rubber. If you see a heavily
cracked belt or notice shallow grooves on the pulley contact surface, you may have a failing
serpentine belt that will need to be replaced. A broken serpentine belt can cause engine
overheating, and may render your vehicle undriveable. Your serpentine belt may slip off of the
idler pulley, which points to an issue with the belt tensioner. Worn out belts and tensioners can
usually be repaired easily, and help to avoid a larger, more costly issue in the future. The timing
belt syncs the motion of the crankshaft and camshaft or camshafts inside the engine. Made of
rubber, timing belts are susceptible to cracking or failing due to use over time and constant
exposure to heat. Symptoms of a failing timing belt include delayed engine cranking, misfiring,
ticking sounds coming from the engine, and oil leaking from the timing belt cover, which can
cause overheating. Although some vehicles have a chain instead of a belt for longevity, vehicles
equipped with a timing belt should be serviced every 60, to 90, miles to avoid breakage.
Timeliness is crucial in replacing a timing belt, as they may break upon startup, while you are
driving, or under high amounts of stress, which can cause damage to your engine. When you
replace the timing belt, it is often recommended that you replace the water pump at the same
time because of their close proximity, in addition to inspecting the idler pulleys and tensioner
for damage and tension. Steel Soldiers now has an offical calendar available, read more about it
at: Steel Soldiers calendar. Sure, ad-blocking software does a great job at blocking ads, but it
also blocks useful features of our website like our supporting vendors. Their ads help keep
Steel Soldiers going. Please consider disabling your ad blockers for the site. Forums
Bookmarks New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For
a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter
1stgear Start date Jun 5, What store carries Goodyear Gatorback belts? Napa, Autozone, etc? I
need the passenger side alternator - mine went south today going to lunch. Bozor New member.
I know that Kragen carries them-Schucks, Checkers, is the same as Kragen. I don't know what
they call it in Georgia. Autozone used to carry them here. They no longer have them on the
shelf, but they can order them in for you. Thanks to you both. I don't have a Checkers or
Kragen, but I do have an Autozone. I just called them and they can get it for me. Murray's sells
them around here. Advanced Auto is part of the same family as Kragen, Schucks, and Checkers.
Elwenil New member. They are related somehow. Bennett Auto Supply has them here in
Melbourne Florida. Plus with the special design of the belt, they dont slip as easy on the
pulleys. Steel Soldiers Supporter. I swear by the Gatorback belts. I replaced the one in my
pickup at 49, miles with a Gatorback. Truck has , and the same belt. The deuce tractor I sold had
Gatorbacks and eveytime I replace a belt, it gets Gatorbacks. You must log in or register to reply
here. We get it, advertisements are annoying! I've Disabled AdBlock. No Thanks. In the past,
simply covering a noisy serpentine belt in belt dressing would quiet that pesky belt. Today, you
should never put belt dressing on an EPDM-made serpentine belt. Noise issues on belt drives
have not gone away. In fact, it has been the number one issue on automotive belt drive systems
for many years. Until the late s and early s, neoprene, the original rubber compound developed
into serpentine belts, was the primary material in all belts, both original equipment and
aftermarket products. While neoprene was, and still is, a good material for misalignment chirp
noise, its flex fatigue characteristics are marginal, especially in hot and cold conditions that roll
around yearly. In early , due to advancements in belt technology to achieve better performance
under those extreme winter and summer temperature conditions, and to get more mileage out of
the belt, EPDM became the material of choice for all major belt suppliers. Also, when you place
any belt dressing, oil, or solvent on the belt, the belt is permanently damaged and must be
replaced. If you do decide to use belt dressing, then be prepared to eventually hear the belt
noise again, and to have to purchase a new belt since the old one will be permanently
contaminated. Share This:. Categories: Automotive Heavy Duty. Its my dayco belt that I have
problems with, squeals when cold, its the stock material you guys are using. I have used belt
dressing for 40 yrs. No issues if done right. If belt is worn replace it. If its squeeling then make
sure its belt and mot pully. Dont use any wd40 oil on belt it will slip off. Use leather seat
conditioner. That will teach those belts to hush up. I did in my case Griotts leather care. I wish I
had seen this article before putting the belt dressing on. I googled "squeaking louder after belt
dressing" and found this. In this instance, "always listen to your elders" is the exact opposite of
what to do. Don't use any dressing on your belts, unless you're replacing the belt very soon,
then clean the pulleys if you do use dressing. If a belt is squealing the tension on the belt isn't
tight enough, the correct tension will stop the squealing. Google how to do this or buy the

service manual. A company that sells serpentine belts advising people not to dress them and
buy a new belt instead. Go figure. Sergio, why don't you call your local parts stores instead of
putting it up here on an article? I have a 07 Ford Taurus. I changed tension pulley n idler pulley.
Then used a lot a belt dressing still making horrible noise. What else do I do. I just bought
another Ford E-series van. I clean the pulleys with a wire brush and acetone bcos the previous
owner had used lots of belt dressing causing the pulleys to be gumned-up. Tesioner is new
also. Everything spins freely and there is no misalignment. Tell me all about it now Never spray
wd40 on your serpentine belt and or pulleys never. If you do, it'll only cause the belt to sequel
and potentially ruin your pulleys as well. Don't even buy belt conditioner, sounds like a good
thing to use right? Nope, belts don't need any lubrication, not really. Belt conditioner can also
harm you belt and once sprayed contaminated then be prepared for whatever happens next. If
your cars making some interesting sounds, go get it professionally checked out. Not worth
screwing up your ride. I'll be buying a new belt today, however I've already sprayed my old belt
with WD40 due to terrible advice. Will the oil affect or contaminate the whole pulley system or
new belt when I put it on? What if someone can't afford that? In some cars, "fixing" a squeaky
belt "properly" can run over a hundred dollars
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and they just don't have that. Sure, fixing it "properly" addressing the issue at the core IS the
BEST solution, but it may not be a solution everyone can afford. What about a little candle wax
applied to the belt - has been done for years and thought it was ok? I currently have a real issue
with belt noise after creek crossings where the belt gets wet and then dries out with even more
hideous noise Cheers Grant. Nikollas - We do not recommend using any contaminants, such as
soap or detergent, on belts. This will only ruin the belt you have on your vehicle. Thanks, Brian
Wheeler Marketing Manager. I'd like to ask what is the best way to treat belt condition so it keep
cleans from dust and dirt? I mean if all pulleys and tensioner are in good alignment? Is it safe to
use detergent or soap agent? Thanx before. Please let me know if you carry the serpentine belt
for a Honda Accord 3. Your Name. Your Email Address. Your Website. What would you like to
say? Notify me of follow-up comments.

